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Abstract. This paper seeks to extend notions of monitoring in metareasoning
to include symbolic and linguistic expressions of self for purposes of com-
munication and learning. The essay is intended to present a synthesis in plain
language that challenges the agent community interested in metareasoning to
consider what it means for a system to understand itself in any meaningful
way. The basic claim is that if an agent truly knows what it is doing and why,
it should be able explain itself to others using natural language or some other
interactive mechanism with humans. To perform self-explanation it must be
able to understand itself, and for this to occur it must monitor its own metar-
easoning and have an episodic memory that forms the basis of self. A further
challenge is to incorporate self-explanation into an evaluation function that
complements criteria based solely on action performance. 

1 Introduction

A significant research history exists with respect to metareasoning in agent-based sys-
tems [1,9], and much of it is driven by the problems of limited rationality. That is be-
cause of the size of the problem space, the limitations on resources, and the amount of
uncertainty in the environment, only approximate solutions can be obtained for finite
agents. So for example with an anytime algorithm that incrementally refines plans, an
agent must choose between executing the current plan or further deliberation with the
hope of improving the plan. To make this choice, the agent is reasoning about its own
reasoning (i.e., planning) as well as its potential actions in the world (i.e., the plan). As
such this represents the problem of explicit control of reasoning. 

Figure 1 illustrates the control side of reasoning along its upper portion. Reasoning
controls action at the ground level in the environment; whereas metareasoning controls
the reasoning at the object level. For the anytime controller, metareasoning decides
when reasoning is sufficient and thus action can proceed. Although other themes exist
within the metareasoning tradition, this characterization is a common one (e.g.,
[20,36,42]). 

The complementary side of metareasoning, however, is less well studied. The intro-
spective monitoring of reasoning performance requires an agent to maintain some kind
of internal feedback in addition to perception, so that it can perform effectively and can



evaluate the results of metareasoning. For instance Zilberstein [53,54] maintains statis-
tical profiles of past metareasoning choices and the associated performance and uses
them to mediate the subsequent control and dynamic composition of reasoning process-
es. 

But introspective monitoring can be even more explicit. If the reasoning that is per-
formed at the object level and not just its results is represented in a declarative knowl-
edge structure that captures the mental states and decision-making sequence, then these
knowledge structures can themselves be passed to the meta-level for monitoring. For
example the Meta-AQUA system [13] keeps a trace of its story understanding decisions
in structures called a Trace Meta-eXplanation Pattern (TMXP). Here the object-level
story understanding task is to explain anomalous or unusual events in a ground-level
story perceived by the system.1 Then if this explanation process fails, Meta-AQUA
passes the TMXP and the current story representation to a learning subsystem. The
learner performs an introspection of the trace to obtain an explanation of the explanation
failure called an Introspective Meta-eXplanation Pattern (IMXP). The IMXPs are used
to generate a set of learning goals that are passed back to control the object-level learn-
ing and hence improve subsequent understanding. TMXPs explain how reasoning oc-
curs; IMXPs explain why reasoning fails. 

Unfortunately these meta-explanation structures are so complicated that, although
they have been shown empirically to support complex learning, they cannot be easily
understood by humans. Indeed before I demonstrate the Meta-AQUA system to others,
I often spend twenty minutes reviewing the TMXP and IMXP schemas, so that I can
answer questions effectively. However I claim that all metareasoning systems share this
characteristic. The kinds of recursive processing an agent must do to perform metarea-
soning (e.g., within the metacognitive loop of [2]) and the types of knowledge structures
used to support metareasoning (e.g., the introspective explanations in [35] or [17]) pro-
duce a severe cognitive demand on even the most sophisticated observer. What is re-
quired is the implementation of an infrastructure to support interactive explanation of
an agent’s own reasoning.2 By so building such an infrastructure, we not only improve
our understanding of the design of intelligent agents, but we also move toward agents

1. Note that no action-selection occurs with the story understanding task.
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that truly understand what they are doing and why. A solution lies along the monitoring
side of metareasoning.

This paper will examine further the potential that the monitoring of reasoning pro-
vides and will consider what implications exist. For metareasoning in agent-based sys-
tems, the self is the object of the processing, yet for many researchers the centrality of
this statement is left wholly implicit. Here we will briefly discuss four characteristics or
aspects of self from a computational stance. We consider in turn self-modifying code,
self-knowledge, self-understanding, and finally self-explanation. After discussing the
issue of evaluation, we will conclude by enumerating some outstanding problems relat-
ed to metareasoning.

2 Self-Modifying Code

Like many novice programmers, I was fascinated by the idea of self-modifying code as
an undergraduate. It seemed to capture in a direct and elegant way the idea of learning
and intelligence. Of course my instructor quickly pointed out that this was a bad idea
from a software engineering perspective and constituted a poor design. It generates hard
to understand code that is very difficult to debug, because the flow of control lacks
transparency. Instead the goal of top-down design is to abstract the environment using
relevant data structures and to model the dynamics and interactions with these data
structures. To effect a change in the behavior of the program, it was preferable to mod-
ify the data, not the code. Yet for some of us, it is easy to confuse techniques of self-
modification with the principles of metareasoning. 

For example in the concluding paragraph of a chapter from an expert-systems text-
book, Lenat, Davis, Doyle, Genesereth, Goldstein and Schrobe [28] proclaim the fol-
lowing:

2. McGuinness and associates [32,33] have made a similar claim with respect to explana-
tion for the semantic web.

Figure 2   Self-modifying code



“Once self-description is a reality, the next logical step is self-modification.
Small, self-modifying, automatic programming systems have existed for a
decade; some large programs that modify themselves in very small ways also
exist; and the first large fully self-describing and self-modifying programs are
being built just now. The capability of machines has finally exceeded human
cognitive capabilities in this dimension; it is now worth supplying and using
meta-knowledge in large expert systems.” (p. 238) 

Given that this quote is nearly a quarter of a century old, we can attribute the over-
enthusiastic response to some amount of naïveté, but this assertion remains astonishing
nonetheless. To what dimension are they referring when they claim that human capa-
bilities have been supplanted by machines and in what manner is self-modification and
meta-knowledge the prime factors? Surely by most accounts, this exaggerates. The pri-
mary issue should be the relationship between learning and metareasoning.

To improve performance an agent must be able to adapt and change so that over
time better decisions accrue. Changes can occur in essentially two ways. Agents are
commonly construed as functions from a current state to some action that will change
the state. Self-modification can be cast as adaptive changes to this function given as
suitable representation for the function in a particular data structure and rigorous algo-
rithms that transform the function. Alternatively learning can be cast as an accumula-
tion of knowledge. As an agent acquires more knowledge and as its knowledge base is
refined and reorganized, its performance and action selections should improve as a re-
sult. Yet it is unclear how metaknowledge is related to successful change and whether
the two alternatives just described can be related.

3 Self-Knowledge

Many researchers stress the importance of metaknowledge in the design of intelligent
agents and certainly many papers on metareasoning discuss metaknowledge (e.g.,
[3,4,9,15,18,35]). Metaknowledge being knowledge about knowledge seems at first
blush to be crucial to learning if not action. That is how can an agent improve its knowl-
edge without understanding the knowledge. Indeed the area of knowledge refinement
appears to need much in addition to lone assertions in order to evaluate a knowledge
base and to be able to make the necessary changes. Yet much of the recent trend in
learning research demonstrates just how much an agent can learn using data-driven sta-
tistical approaches such as reinforcement learning. 

Much ambiguity also exists with respect to metaknowledge and planning agents.
Confusion results when a cognitive process such as planning and when knowledge con-
cerning the world such as plans are mistaken for metacognitive processes and self-
knowledge at the meta-level. Part of this problem is the fact that metaknowledge can
exist at both the object and meta-levels and that interactions occur between levels. Con-
sider the statement “The robosoccer agent followed its plan and won the championship
because the plan was a good one.” I claim that, although this statement contains meta-
knowledge, it does not necessarily involve metareasoning. Instead it refers to action at
the ground level (i.e., soccer actions) controlled by an object-level constructed piece of



knowledge (i.e., the game plan). To state that the plan was a good one is an assertion
about the plan and thus knowledge about knowledge, but at no point must we infer me-
tareasoning or the meta-level. Thus metaknowledge is independent of metareasoning.3

Furthermore the statement concerns another agent and does not involve the self.
Self-knowledge arises in part from the psychological distinction between semantic and
episodic memory [50]. Semantic knowledge is general knowledge about objects such
as “All psychologists know a lot about human thinking.” Episodic knowledge concerns
actual events or episodes in a person’s life or in an agent’s action history. Much of hu-
man reasoning is driven by this type of concrete experience. For example I might know
that all computer scientists are good at mathematics and that I am a computer scientist.
But I would not conclude that I am good at math through logical deduction with this
semantic knowledge. Instead I have many experiences with performing mathematics
and have come to trust my ability to do similar problems in the future. Such confidence
in my own ability is metaknowledge derived by reasoning about my own reasoning ex-
periences.

Such an approach to self-knowledge uses a case-based reasoning [23][26][30][39]
perspective. That is a case-based agent performs reasoning by being reminded of past
cases of experience and adapting these cases to the current situation when interpreting
perceptions (case-based understanding) or choosing an action to perform (case-based
planning). Ironically and like most AI programs, few case-based implementations focus
on an explicit representation of the self or otherwise operationalize the self despite spe-
cific case libraries that represent experience.4 

3. Note that this statement is an assertion about metaknowledge and therefore meta-meta-
knowledge. However this distinction is not necessarily that important or useful. What is 
important is simply that we as researchers be clear with our categories for purposes of 
communication of agent design and implementation. 
4. An interesting exception exists with the research of Forbus and Hinrichs [16] that track 
agent activity logs to ascertain episodic information with respect to self-knowledge.

Figure 3   Self-knowledge



4 Self-Understanding

Early research in the case-based reasoning community concentrated upon cognitive
modeling of the human comprehension process, especially in terms of how humans ac-
quire conceptual understanding of stories or textual representations (e.g., [44,45]). As
is the case with Meta-AQUA, the story understanding task is to take as input a repre-
sentation (either conceptual or textual) of the story and to output an interpretation of the
input. Although interpretation can take many forms, the CBR stance is to retrieve a
piece of experience (i.e., a script or case) that matches the content of the current sen-
tence and to adapt it to produce the interpretive understanding. So the story is under-
stood, if the program can successfully answer questions about the story, paraphrase it,
or connect the representations into a coherent whole that predicts further events in the
story. More generally this same process can be applied to monitor one’s own plans or
exogenous events executed in the world or to monitor reasoning performed in the head.
The key is that monitoring like control is a first class citizen in both the reasoning and
metareasoning processes [11,48]. 

An INitial inTROspective cognitive agent called INTRO [8] combines planning
and understanding within a Wumpus World environment by integrating the PRODIGY
planning and learning architecture [7,52] with the Meta-AQUA story understanding
and learning system. Rather than input all goals for the agent to achieve, the understand-
ing component compares expected states and events in the world with those actually
perceived to create an interpretation. When the interpretation discloses divergence from
those expectations, INTRO generates its own goals to resolve the conflict. These new
goals are then passed back to the PRODIGY component so that a plan can be generated
and then executed. As such introspective monitoring controls action through the crea-
tion of new goals. 

This understanding process depends upon declaratively represented percepts of
ground-level states and actions. If the reasoning processes at the object level (i.e., the
mental states and inferences) are likewise represented declaratively, metareasoning can
monitor such activity to obtain some measure of self-understanding. As mentioned in

Figure 4   Self-understanding



the introduction, the Meta-AQUA system implements a theory of introspective multist-
rategy learning whereby the system builds and executes a learning plan to achieve a set
of learning goals. These goals are spawned in response to explanations of explanation
failures which allows the system to decide what to learn. However much remains to be
implemented in the INTRO system to achieve a full integration of reasoning and metar-
easoning and of world knowledge and self-knowledge.

For example other than with goal generation, monitoring has no other control over
INTRO’s reasoning. Consider the possible responses to a failed robosoccer plan. If an
agent was to reason about why its game plan did not succeed by considering its prior
planning (e.g., “I focused on our ball-handling when creating the plan rather than the
defender’s capabilities.”) as opposed to simply analysing the plan or the plan execution,
then metareasoning and monitoring would be involved. But INTRO cannot use such in-
ference to improve its future planning performance. Furthermore planning itself is not
influenced by cases of prior planning, although an introspective version of PRODIGY
called Prodigy/Analogy [51] has that capability. Certainly INTRO has never felt a fa-
miliarity at planning time so that it might say to itself “This partial plan must be close
to a correct one, because I have performed similar planning before.”5 Also INTRO can-
not decide whether it is competent enough for a task (at either the ground or object lev-
el) or whether it should ask another agent to perform the task instead. Finally despite
the fact that INTRO might invoke the Meta-AQUA component to explain some failed
reasoning, it cannot actually explain the failure to you. Here I claim that not only IN-
TRO but all metareasoning agents would benefit from similar capabilities. 

5 Self-Explanation

Explanation-aware computing is seeing a recent resurgence in the AI and cognitive sci-
ence communities as indicated by the existence of main-stream workshops [40,41] and
compilations [22]. Explanations provide numerous functions including event predic-
tion, assignment of personal (e.g., legal) blame, and diagnosis for repair [21], but their
most central purpose is to determine causal connectedness in service of learning
[21,38,43]. Explanation provides a key capability for elaborating the understanding that
agents produce when processing the environment, especially when agents’ perceptions
diverge from their expectations. An explanation likewise provides a causal accounting
of mental anomalies discovered during monitoring. 

Explanation is ubiquitous. While discussing self-knowledge, I provided an explan-
atory sentence as an example. To assert that a robosoccer agent won a championship
because the plan was a good one is to causally link the characteristics of the plan to suc-
cessful performance (i.e., following the plan). A story understanding agent compre-
hends an input, if it can explain why the characters in the story do surprising things by
inferring what their goals and motivations are and by enumerating those events that fol-
low from earlier ones in a causally determined manner (e.g., event e1 results in a state
that is the precondition or determinant for another event e2). As such explanations link

5. But see the Dial case-based planner [27] that considers familiarity with past reasoning.



the causally relevant past events with the desired future states to account for current ob-
servations.6 Yet explanation is all too absent in many agent-based implementations.

5.1 Like rats in a maze
As commented upon in section 3, statistical techniques have proven to be a powerful
technique that enables agent-based systems to learn complex behaviors from interac-
tions with regularities in the environment. Indeed given the Markov assumption of in-
dependent decisions, we can model an agent with the policy *(s) that returns an opti-
mal action, a, from any given state, s. Even though an agent may not know the environ-
mental probability distribution between states and actions, an agent that explores states
through its actions can converge on the optimal policy by experiencing rewards and us-
ing Q-learning. 

The technique has been used in many complex situations and under various condi-
tions of uncertainty to model behavior in the natural world. For example both Konidaris
and Hayes [24] and Sharma [47] have shown reinforcement learning to be capable of
simulating the maze learning behavior of rats. In the simplest of trials, one can place a
rat at the base of a T-maze with cheese in one of the two arms. The task is for the rat to
find the food. Given a sufficient number of trials, the algorithms will learn the correct
set of actions to find the reward. More complex mazes can be assembled by connecting
multiple Ts, each representing a binary decision. But consider the following. The arti-
ficial rats may learn to find the reward, but do they know where the cheese is?

Many years ago Tolman [49] provided a very interesting experiment at Berkeley
with actual rats. They had two groups that experienced very different conditions. The
first group of rats represented the standard condition. These rats were deprived a food
for a length of time so that they were hungry, and they were trained over an eleven day
period through a complex maze system. By the end of the period they had reached a

6. Such self-projection into the future and past has been linked to central human cognitive 
abilities [6].
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high level of performance so that they made few errors when running the maze. The sec-
ond group of rats were fed until satiation and then were strapped into small wheelbar-
rows. The experimenters then pushed the wheelbarrows through the maze to the loca-
tion of the cheese. After eleven days the second group was tested using a standard test
(hungry and on foot). The surprising discovery was that the group very quickly gained
performance equal to that of the standard learning condition. The experiment demon-
strated latent learning in the absence of reward. That is the reward was necessary for
performance but not for learning!

This is relevant to metareasoning, because many forms of metareasoning use data-
driven statistical methods and reinforcement learning driven only by performance as
determined by a reward schedule (e.g., [19,36]). Moreover it is difficult to claim that
these systems can understand themselves in an explicit way, although they have a sta-
tistical model of their own reasoning and reason recursively about the model. This is
true at both the object and at the ground levels. The reinforcement-learning agent re-
ported by Anderson and colleagues [2,46] consists of an internal metacognitive loop
that detects when the rewards in the environment diverge from its expectations. Analy-
sis of such perturbations lead to improved performance with respect to standard rein-
forcement learners. But can this type of agent explain how and why it learns? Because
the statistical models have no symbolic content, explanation is handicapped. Instead we
should consider how an agent might learn an explainable policy e(s) that decides to
take action, a, when in state, s, because justification, j. For example such a policy would
suggest that the rat turn left at the T junction, because the cheese is at the end of the left
arm. When the cheese is no longer to be found to the left and is instead at the end of the
right arm, a straightforward explanation of failure should result in more effective learn-
ing. Granted Raja and Goel [35] are making progress toward enabling introspective ex-
planations, but as mentioned previously, the kinds of explanations structures used in
metareasoning (i.e., meta-explanations and introspective explanations) are of less use
to humans trying to understand the metareasoning. 

5.2 From rats to cognitive agents
Two characteristics separate humans from all other species including rats. First is our
creative use of natural language and our ability to communicate to others (and to our-
selves). Second is the (albeit limited) ability to introspect and to explain our identity as
an individual. This paper challenges the metareasoning community to develop compu-
tational frameworks within which these two characteristics synthesize. The goal is to
create cognitive agents that can explain themselves to others in plain English. Evidence
exists that such self-explanation behavior can help agents learn better [8,13] and lucid
English translations will clearly help humans gain trust in their cognitive assistants. 

The general problem faced by users of cognitive systems is that of trust calibration.
Some users overestimate the ability of systems whereas others underestimate or mis-
trust them. The root cause in both cases is that users do not understand how or why com-
puters do what they do. If a system could explain itself in English and tell a user why it
makes a particular decision, the user will more likely know the correct uses and limits
of that system. But most importantly, it is the very act of explaining itself that allows a
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system to improve its performance in ways that ordinary machine learning programs
never will. 

The problem faced by designers of cognitive systems is that the intelligent agents
they wish to develop are so complicated that existing and foreseeable design techniques
are unable to effectively engineer them with existing technology alone. Yet if a learning
agent could participate in its own testing and debugging, the agent might explain those
components of its software that have implementation failures so that engineering bot-
tlenecks can be overcome. One direction toward this ideal is to formulate systems that
generate detailed explanation graph structures of their internal behavior and provide in-
teractive graph navigation aids with English generation abilities. 

Many reasons exist for self-explanation, but it is not an easy task. Table 1 lists my
top ten favorite explanations I would like to hear a cognitive agent communicate. Con-
sider the first. Many humans have explained to their friends that they were late for an
appointment, because they forgot to fillup their car with gas. Cox [12] notes that, if a
case-based planner uses an indexed memory for retrieval of past cases in lieu of exhaus-
tive search, then forgetting is a potential causal factor in planning failures. 

Figure 6 illustrates the IMXP explanation structure for such a reasoning failure. The
language task then is to take this graph as input and to output either a paraphrase or elab-
oration in English text. A suitable paraphrase might be “I forgot to fill up the car with
gas when I was at the store.” An elaboration might be something similar to the follow-
ing text. “The context, C, of being at the store did not sufficiently match the index, I,
with which the goal, G, to fill up with gas was stored in memory, so I failed to retrieve
the goal at the right time and thus did not put gas in the tank. Because the tank was low,
I did not have enough fuel and then ran out of gas.” Being able to generate such text
might be possible using existing language generation algorithms (e.g., [29,31]), al-
though many problems of generative focus exist. 

Another open research question remains as to the best method of quantitatively
evaluating subjective explanation. An explanation can be true but totally miss the point.

Table 1: Ten simple mental explanations

1. I forgot that X.
2. I am good at Y.
3. I did not see (or notice) Z.
4. I mistook an M for an N.
5. I assumed that I is the case because B.
6. I thought that all J could K.
7. I learned that Q today.
8. I did not have enough time to think about R.

I wasted time worrying (thinking) about R.
9. S surprised me because B.
10. I chose to do A1 instead of A2 because B.

I wanted to achieve G1 rather than G2 because B.



For example it does not help to understand why firemen wear red suspenders by ex-
plaining that the suspenders hold their pants up [37]. What is most important in evalu-
ating an explanation is not its veracity per se, but whether it serves the need of the agent
(either self or other) targeted by the explanation. The need is in terms of the current
knowledge of the agent and gaps in the knowledge that the explanation fills [25,38]. So
when knowledge is missing, incorrect, or disconnected from related knowledge, the
best explanation fills the gap, corrects the misconception, or causally links assertions
that provide further coherence and relational structure. 

The challenge is to take these long-standing, subjective principles and to operation-
alize them constructively. A numeric criterion may be a poor substitute for evaluating
the extent to which a large graph structure fulfils conceptual needs as opposed to strictly
syntactic ones (e.g., the number of connected components in an explanation), but the
loss due to abstraction and approximation is compensated by the ability to compare and
contrast explanatory solutions. In a very simple way, the dissertation research of Cox
[10,11] provides a start toward this goal. Each anomaly in a story represents a source of
knowledge discrepancy for Meta-AQUA and a potential explanation target. For each
anomaly up to three points are awarded: one point for identifying that a question needs
to be posed, a second for providing any explanation, and a third for matching the “cor-
rect” explanation as enumerated by an oracle. With this or any like function, the evalu-
ator should generate a real number between 1 and 0. Then to normalize the explanation
criterion with performance (given a performance measure also between 1 and 0), it is
sufficient to calculate performance/(2-explanation). When explanation is 1, the

Figure 6   “Forgetting to fillup with Gas” Meta-XP structure 



measure reflects performance alone; otherwise the measure can be reduced by as much
as half the normal performance. Without the incorporation of self-explanation into the
overall performance measure, many metareasoning implementations can simply opti-
mize performance first and then sprinkle on a bit of meta-sugar after the fact.

6 Conclusion

I am not the first to call for agents that truly know what they are doing and why. Raja
and Goel [35] make many of the same arguments, and Brachman [5] issued the chal-
lenge beforehand. Indeed Brachman initiated DARPA’s Cognitive Computing vision
that seeks to solve basic research and development problems related to those described
here [14]. One difference is that I claim that, if an agent really understands what it is
doing and why, then it should be able to explain this self-understanding to others as
well. 

In conclusion I will simply close with a list of hard problems that, in addition to the
problems of text generation and evaluation, seriously impede progress toward agents
that can meaningfully claim to know themselves.

1. The Problem of Appropriateness: Given that metareasoning creates an additional
computational burden, how can an agent decide when the potential benefit of me-
tareasoning will outweigh the cost of its overhead? 

2. The Homunculous Problem: How can we effectively control metareasoning with-
out substituting yet another computational layer above the meta-level?

3. The Problem of Consciousness: How can the many heterogeneous reasoning
functions such as problem solving, understanding, learning be multiplexed with
metareasoning into a whole that represents the unity of experience? 

4. The Existential Problem: What are the computational properties that lie beneath
the illusion of separate, independent existence and free will?7

5. The Problem of Identity: What knowledge structure best represents the abstract
notion of self?
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